Abstract Outline of (Name/s) ___________________________________________

Start by filling in ideas or bullets then transition them to full sentences; check for completion and flow; lastly do a word count (250 MAX) and edit accordingly. Then go to the MURALS website and submit!

(DO THIS LAST!) Project Title: Give it a catchy yet explanatory title

(2nd) Introduction & Significance: Begin by capturing the problem/question(s) you have been trying to address. Include the significance of your project (why is it important and to whom?)

(1st) Objective: What is your goal or hypothesis?

(3rd) Methods: Summarize the steps or activities that you would need to carry out in order to address the problem

(4th) Results: If you have results – Summarize your findings. OR If you’re awaiting results - What do you want to be able use the results for?

(5th) Conclusion/Future Directions/Discussion:

If you had results - Conclude with interpretations of those results and their significance/potential utility and impact the product/activities/articles will have. OR If you’re awaiting results - What would you do next if your expected results turned out (hypothesis validated)? What would you do next if you go unexpected results (hypothesis invalidated)?

Contact Dr. Melissa Edwards at Melissa.Edwards@Colostate.edu for more assistance